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Abstract—Because of the increasing business pressures,
companies must be adaptable and flexible in order to withstand them.
Inadequate business processes and low level of business process
orientation, that in its core accentuates business processes as opposed
to business functions and focuses on process performance and
customer satisfaction, hider the ability to adapt to changing
environment. It has been shown in previous studies that the
companies which have reached higher business process maturity level
consistently outperform those that have not reached them. The aim of
this paper is to provide a basic understanding of business process
orientation concept and business process maturity model. Besides
that the paper presents the state of business process orientation in
Croatia that has been captured with a study conducted in 2013. Based
on the results some practical implications and guidelines for
managers are given.

Keywords—Business process orientation, business process
maturity, Croatia, maturity score.
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I. INTRODUCTION

USINESS Process Orientation (BPO) is a business
organization concept that is being adopted by companies
worldwide. Companies wanting to improve their performance
and stay competitive are introducing and adopting a process
view of business in order to enhance their overall
performance. BPO can slim down operational costs, promote
customer relations through satisfying customer needs better
and increase employee satisfaction through harnessing the
benefits available in organizational knowledge [14]. As this is
a complex process done over a long period of time, companies
can attain various degrees of BPO acceptance through
adjustments of their business processes. Over the past few
years methodologies for analyzing the maturity state of BPO
have been developed. Maturity model consists of a number of
stages through which companies evolve as they increase the
adoption of process oriented practices [15].But, the fact is that
the most of the literature on business process orientation has
been in the popular press and lacks research or an empirical
focus.
Based on the original study of business process orientation
[9], an empirical research was carried out in Croatia. The aim
was to investigate understanding of the process view and
process maturity levels of Croatian companies. In the paper
the state of the business process orientation in Croatia is
examined.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second
section describes the theoretical frame of reference, which
aims to provide a basic understanding of business process
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orientation. In the third section a detailed description of the
BPO elements which make BPO construct is presented. In the
Section IV, the concept of BPO is studied on four maturity
levels. Finally, the empirical study is described and the results
of the analysis are shown (Section V). The paper ends with
some concluding remarks.
II. BUSINESS PROCESS ORIENTATION
Organizations are continually under competitive pressures
and forced to re-evaluate their business models and underline
business processes [13]. Process is defined as an approach for
converting inputs into outputs. It is the way in which all the
resources of an organization are used in a reliable, repeatable
and consistent way to achieve its goals. A business process is
a coordinated chain of activities intended to produce a
business result or a repeating cycle that reaches a business
goal [10]. Essentially, there are four key features to any
process. A process has to have [14]:
(1) predictable and definable inputs,
(2) a linear, logical sequence or flow,
(3) a set of clearly definable tasks or activities,
(4) a predictable and desired outcome or result.
Business processes represent a core of the functioning of an
organization because the company primarily consists of
processes, not products or services. In other words, managing
a business means managing its processes [8].
Business Process Management (BPM) refers to a
systematic, structured approach to analyze, improve, control
and manage processes with the aim of improving the quality
of products and services [4]. BPM is described as structured
approach to analyze and continually improve fundamental
activities such as marketing, manufacturing, communications
and other major elements of a company's operations. BPM
relies on measurement activity to asses the performance of
each individual process, set targets and deliver output levels
which can meet corporate objectives. BPM is intended to align
the business processes with strategic objectives and customers
needs, but requires a change in a company′s emphasis from
functional to process orientation. BPM solves many of the
problems of the traditional hierarchical structure because it
[6]:
(1) focuses on customer,
(2) manages hands-off between functions,
(3) employees have a stake in the final results and not just
what happens in their departments.
The functional approach creates barriers to achieving
customer satisfaction [15] and that is why today′s companies,
in order to stay competitive, become more and more process
oriented.
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BPO has many definitions and the aspects that are included
in the most of the definitions are [13]:
(1) business processes have a strategic role in value creation,
(2) processes should be continuously improved,
(3) organization has a strong customer focus,
(4) process owners are defined and have the responsibility for
the success of the processes,
(5) organizational structure is in line with the core process,
(6) process performance is measured and monitored.
BPO is interpreted as the organizational effort to make
business processes the platform for organizational structure
and strategic planning. A process oriented organization is
referred as process enterprise or as process focused
organization. Although the definitions of the BPO vary, in this
paper the following definition of process orientation is
adopted: an organization that emphasizes processes as
opposed to hierarchies with a special emphasis on outcomes
and customer satisfaction [8].
The extensive literature and former research suggest that
organizations can enhance their performance by becoming
process oriented. Furthermore, the more business process
oriented an organization is, the better it performs both from
the perspective of the employees as well from an overall
perspective.
III. BUSINESS PROCESS ORIENTATION CONSTRUCT
There are many interpretations of what BPO entails and the
conceptualizations are on one hand partially overlapping and
on the other hand interpret the intricacies of BPO quite
differently based on the tradition the authors belong to [5].
While each interpretation stresses several important points it
also neglects other ones. Based on extensive literature review
nine different viewpoints of BPO are synthesized into a
comprehensive BPO model that takes into account majority of
dimensions, frequently mentioned in literature. In order to
analyze and improve BPO companies need to take the
following dimensions (elements) into account [11]:
(1) Strategic view
(2) Process identification and documentation
(3) Process measurement and management
(4) Process oriented organizational structure
(5) Human resources management
(6) Process oriented organizational culture
(7) Market orientation
(8) Supplier perspective
(9) Process oriented information technology
Next, the most important aspects of all the elements of BPO
will be presented.
A. Strategic View
Two dominant aspects of strategic view seem to be critical
[11]:
(1) the alignment of business processes with organization’s
strategy possibly achieved by linking process goals to the
organization goals. A well developed strategy enables
optimal definition, planning and execution of business
processes that implement that strategy.
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(2) active support and involvement of top management in the

activities of implementing the principles of BPO into the
functioning of the organization. It has been shown that,
compared to projects where top management did not
participate, active involvement of top management lead to
higher success rates.
B. Process Definition and Documentation
Excellent knowledge and understanding of internal
processes is a prerequisite of process orientation.
Organizations need to understand how processes work, where
they are being executed and how they interconnect. The
following aspects of process definition and documentation that
an organization must ensure are [9]:
(1) existence of a complete and uniform enterprise,
(2) process model,
(3) documentation of processes,
(4) use and update of process documentation,
(5) definition of inputs and outputs for each process,
(6) definition of suppliers and customers for each process,
(7) existence of process cascades,
(8) segmentation of business processes if they face
heterogeneous requirements.
Additionally, process documentation enables and catalyzes
process improvements, helps employees in understanding how
end-to-end processes really work and what their role in the
process is.
C. Process Measurement and Management
Management and measurement are closely tied. What is not
measured cannot be managed. Performance measurement is a
prerequisite for process redesign as it enables the alignment of
organization’s processes and strategy. Appropriate
performance indicators encourage employees to act in
alignment with the strategic goals.
Two of the most frequently cited aspects of measurement
and management element are [1]:
(1) implementation of a process measurement system through
the definition of process goals (that need to be aligned
with organization’s goals), key performance indicators for
these goals, setting of performance targets and
continuously monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness
of processes,
(2) formalization of the process improvement practices and
the usage of established methodologies and techniques
that enable more successful implementation of new and/or
changed processes.
D. Process Organizational Structure
Organizational structure describes the predominating
configuration of activities and tasks in organization. Some of
the most cited aspects of process organizational structure are
[11]:
(1) organizing work around core processes,
(2) flatter organizational structure (fewer levels of hierarchy),
(3) teamwork,
(4) employee empowerment,
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(5) jobs that involve heterogeneous task and activities, not
just simple work,
(6) process ownership.
Process orientation does not require a complete process
organizational structure as it has some disadvantages as well.
The final goal should not be to replace vertical structures with
horizontal ones, but to find a way to intertwine the advantages
of both – specialization and expertise of functional structures
with responsiveness and adaptability of process structures.
E. People Management
People management is a wide management discipline that
deals with many aspects of managing people. With regard to
process orientation, the most important aspect of people
management is strategic people management that focuses on
the practices connected to training and educating employees to
align employee skills and knowledge with the business
strategy. Closely tied with the structural elements of process
orientation, the most cited elements of people management are
as follows [12]:
(1) enabling employees to work in multifunctional teams,
(2) providing them with training and education to acquire
new skills and knowledge to operate on newly defined
jobs that are multidimensional, not just simple tasks,
(3) including and involving employees in the improvement
programs, as they have the domain knowledge and will
need to buy-in the new processes
(4) educating employees on techniques and methods of
process improvement and redesign
(5) communicating the changes of processes to all the
employees that are affected by the changes.
F. Market Orientation
The basic goal of any process is creating value for
customers (external or internal). In that regard, understanding
customer needs and whishes is inextricably linked to process
orientation. Organizations need to understand its customers’
preferences in order to design appropriate processes that will
be able to supply the output that will satisfy these preferences.
Organizations must know who their customers are in the
first place. They can be internal or external. Organizational
goals must be focused on external customers and that is why it
is important to identify them. Customers can be a valuable
source of information in process improvement efforts [14].
Knowing and understanding customers is only one part of
market orientation. Organizations also need to know and
understand their competition. Appropriate strategies and the
underlying processes that execute them can only be set if
organization combines knowledge about its customers and its
competitors.
G.Supplier Perspective
Tight cooperation with suppliers is also one of the key
elements of process orientation as organization’s processes
can span outside its borders and are tightly connected to
suppliers’ processes. In that regard process optimization
cannot be optimal if suppliers’ processes are disregarded.
Clearly, organization does not have an impact on suppliers’
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processes if the cooperation is transaction based. On the other
hand, forming long-term relationships with its suppliers offers
more possibilities for a joint and coordinated redesign of
processes that span several organizations [15].
H. Process Organizational Culture
Changing organization to process oriented represents a vast
change in the way business is conducted. In that sense,
organizational culture plays an important role in
organization’s ability to change. Key values and aspects of
organizational culture that are most often cited in literature
with regard to implementing process orientation are [3]:
(1) shared vision and purpose,
(2) openness and cooperation,
(3) creativity and positive attitude of employees,
(4) usage of appropriate process terminology (input, output,
process owner, etc.),
(5) employee empowerment and their inclusion in decision
making,
(6) flexibility,
(7) goal orientation,
(8) employees’ understanding that they work for end
customers.
I. Information Technology
The role of Information Technology (IT) in process
redesign has long been stressed as one of the more important
aspect of redesign efforts. Combination of process redesign
and utilization of appropriate IT support can drastically
improve business processes.
Even though many authors stress the importance of IT in
redesign efforts, its role can be very different at different
stages of the redesign [5].
IV. BUSINESS PROCESS ORIENTATION MATURITY MODEL
It should be noted that the concept of process orientation is
not bipolar. Rather, companies can employ different levels of
process orientation, based on how many and which practices
that are aligned with process paradigm they have
implemented. The levels of process orientation are often
presented by a process maturity concept. In the current
business environment, there is no scarcity of process maturity
models [15]. They serve as reference models of the stages that
organizations go through as they move from being immature
to mature in their process orientation. The business process
maturity models are based on concepts developed by
researchers over the past two decades and imply that a process
has a lifecycle that is assessed by the extent to which the
processes are explicitly defined, managed, measured and
controlled.
For the purpose of this research, the BPO maturity model
was readjusted from [8]. The original model was developed
based on the concepts of process maturity, BPO, and the
Capability Maturity Model developed by the Software
Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. The BPO
construct describes a four-step pathway for systematically
advancing business processes along the maturity continuum
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(A
Ad Hoc, Defiined, Linked, and Integrated level). Eaach step
buuilds on the work
w
of the preevious steps too apply improovement
strrategies that are appropriaate for the cuurrent maturityy level.
Thhe following definitions arre provided for
fo the stages that an
orrganization gooes through when
w
becomiing business process
p
orriented:
Ad Hoc: Thhe processes are unstructuured and ill-ddefined.
Prrocess measuures are nott in place and the jobbs and
orrganizational structures aree based upon traditional
t
funnctions,
noot horizontal processes.
p
Defined: Thee basic proceesses are definned and docuumented
annd are available in flow diaggrams. Changges to these prrocesses
m
must
now undergo
u
a formal proocedure. Jobbs and
orrganizational structures innclude a proccess aspect, and
a
yet
reemain basicallly functional.. Representatiives from funnctional
arreas (sales, manufacturing
m
, etc.) have regular meettings to
cooordinate with
h each other, bbut only as reppresentatives of their
traaditional funcctions.
Linked: The breakthroughh level. Manaagers employ process
p
m
management
w strategic intent and results. Broad process
with
p
joobs and structures are putt in place ouutside the tradditional
fuunctions.
Integrated: The
T companyy, its vendors and supplierrs, take
coooperation to the process leevel. Organizaational structuures and
joobs are based on processes, and traditionnal functions begin
b
to
bee equal or sometimes
s
suubordinate too the processs ones.
Prrocess measuures and maanagement systems
s
are deeply
im
mbedded in thee organizationn [14].

quuestionnaires were returnedd to the reseearch group (which
acccounts for 10.58% responsse rate). The size
s of the company
cann be determinned on severaal bases (acco
ording to num
mber of
em
mployees, revvenue size, m
market share, etc.). The seelected
companies werre analyzed according to
t the numbber of
em
mployees andd its annual revenues. The
T
distributiion of
companies in the
t sample byy number off employees and
a by
Figs. 1 and 2.
annnual revenuess is shown in F

5
50‐249
35%

Fig. 1 Frequuency of compannies in the sampple by number of
empployees (Sourcee: Author’s calcculation)

V. SURVEY OF CROATIAN COM
MPANIES
In 2013 an empirical research was caarried out. Thhe main
gooal was to assess
a
the cuurrent state of
o BPO matu
urity of
coompanies in Croatia.
C
In ordder to carry ouut the empiricaal study
a questionnairee was develooped. It conttained 60 quuestions
reegarding BPO characteristiccs. The questiions were disttributed
accross the nine domains (elem
ments) presennted in the theoretical
paart of the paper:
p
Strateggic view (5 questions), Process
P
iddentification and documeentation (6 questions), Process
P
m
measurement
and manageement (10 questions), Process
P
orriented organnizational sttructure (7 questions), Human
reesources mannagement (55 questions),, Process oriented
o
orrganizational culture (6 qquestions), Market
M
orientaation (7
quuestions), Suupplier persppective (3 questions), Process
P
orriented inform
mation technollogy (11 questtions). Each question
q
deescribes a paarticular BPO
O characterisstic and/or business
b
prractice considered importannt within eachh domain. Thee degree
off presence off these characcteristics in thhe organizatioon of a
firrm is measuured on a 7 point Likert scale (1=S
Strongly
diisagree, 2=Dissagree, 3= Dissagree more thhan agree, 4=N
Neither
aggree or disagrree, 5=Agree more than disagree,
d
6=A
Agree, 7
=S
Strongly Agree). The maiin source of data about Croatian
C
coompanies wass the databasse of The Innstitute for Business
B
Inntelligence annd the questioonnaire was sent randomlyy to the
12200 companies. The quesstionnaire waas addressed to the
CE
EOs or the chairpersonss of the com
mpanies whoo were
innstructed to filll out the quesstionnaire theemselves or giive it to
a competent peerson within the organizattion. 127 com
mpleted
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<49
31%

>250
34%

>32 mil. €
36%

<7 mil. €
36%

7‐3
32 mil. €
28%

F
Fig. 2 Frequenccy of companiees in the samplee by annual reveenues
(Source: Autthor’s calculatioon)

First, the datta gathered froom the Croattian national sample
s
waas analyzed using descripptive statisticcs. The com
mpound
meeasure of BPO
O construct w
was calculated,, which revealed the
ovverall state of business
b
process orientationn. This was done
d
by
callculating thee average grrade for eacch domain of
o the
quuestionnaire. Based
B
on the ssample the coompound meassure of
thee BPO in Croaatia is 4.84.
Second, in order
o
to identtify the hieraarchical relatiionship
between the grooupings a set oof cluster anallysis procedurres was
conducted usinng Statistical Package foor Social Scciences
PSS). Clusterr analysis, alsso denominateed as “segmenntation
(SP
annalysis” or “taxonomic anallysis”, aims too identify subgroups
off homogeneouus cases in a population. In this sensse, the
cluuster analysis can identify a set of groups that minimizzes the
intternal variatioon and maximizes the variattion between groups
[2]]. Aiming to prepare the dataset for the
t cluster annalysis,
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baased on the su
um of scores of
o all variabless from each grrouping
it was generateed a new varriable for each
h grouping. Later,
L
a
b summing all
a new
vaariable Maturrity Score was generated by
in
ndicators gen
nerated for each
e
groupin
ng representing the
m
maturity
score for each onee of the 127 cases
c
of the sample.
s
Th
he Two-step cluster analyssis was then conducted. The
T first
step of the two--step procedu
ure is formatio
on of preclusteers. The
oal of preclusstering is to rreduce the sizze of the matrrix that
go
co
ontains distan
nces between
n all possib
ble pairs of cases.
Prreclusters are just clusters of
o the originaal cases that are
a used
in
n place of thee raw data in the hierarchiical clustering
g. As a
caase is read, the algorithm
m decides, based
b
on a distance
d
m
measure,
if th
he current case
c
should be merged with a
prreviously form
med preclusterr or starts a new preclusterr. When
prreclustering iss complete, alll cases in thee same precluster are
treeated as a single entity. Thhe size of the distance
d
matriix is no
lo
onger dependeent on the num
mber of cases but
b on the num
mber of
prreclusters. In the
t first step the
t maturity score
s
was con
nsidered
ass a continuouss variable and a fixed numb
ber of 4 clusteers were
deefined – each
h representingg one maturitty level of business
b
prrocess orientaation maturity
y model. As a second sttep, the
hiierarchical grrouping is ap
pplied to the preclusters. In this
seecond step, SPSS
S
uses thee standard hierarchical clu
ustering
allgorithm on th
he preclusterss. Forming cllusters hierarcchically
lets you exploree a range of so
olutions with different num
mbers of
1
cases in
n the samp
ple were claassified
cllusters.The 127
co
onsidering its positions in each of the four clusters,, i.e. in
eaach of the fourr maturity. Duue to this step
p, difference in
n Likert
sccale of the qu
uestionnaire an
nd the numbeer of maturity
y levels,
vaalues were maapped in ordeer to assess th
he maturity leevel for
eaach data set reecord (Table I)).
T
TABLE
I
BPO MATURIITY LEVEL MAPPIING
AdHoc
1,0-3,9
Definedd
4,0-4,8
4,9-5,6
Linked
5,7-7,0
Integratedd
Source: Author’’s calculation

Companies with
w BPO vallue between 1,0 and 3,9 fall
f into
level 1 of BPO
O maturity (21,6% companies from the sample).
Companies with
h BPO value between 4,0 and
a 4,8 fall into level
2 of BPO maturrity (24,0% co
ompanies from
m the sample).
Companies with
w BPO vallue between 4,9
4 and 5,6 fall
f into
O maturity (366,0% companies from the sample).
level 3 of BPO
a 7,0fall intto level
Companies witth BPO value between 5,7 and
ompanies from
m the sample).
4 of BPO maturrity (18,4% co
Frequency off the companiies in the samp
mple by BPO maturity
m
g. 3.
is shown in Fig
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AdHocc

Definirana

18%

Povezanaa

Integriran
na

22%

36%

24%

Fiig. 3 Frequency
y of companies in the sample by
b BPO maturitty level
on)
(Source: Autthor’s calculatio

Since the com
mpound meassure of the BP
PO is 4,84 it can be
concluded that Croatian com
mpanies are between
b
the Defined
D
an
nd Linked stag
ge of BPO maaturity. Comp
panies with thaat kind
off level of BPO
O maturity haave well defin
ned and docum
mented
pro
ocesses, but don't
d
realize thhat these busiiness processees have
to inter connect. In order to aadvance to thee higher, linkeed level
off BPO maturiity managers of Croatian companies have
h
to
mprove follow
wing BPO eleements: inforrmation techn
nology,
im
pro
ocess organiizational cultture, people managemen
nt and
pro
ocess measurrement and m
management. In
I the literatu
ure that
eleements are callled key turninng points. A key
k turning po
oint is a
component of BPM
B
that stabbilizes within an organization and
leaads to the nextt maturity leveel [7].
When establishing BPO it is very im
mportant to clearly
define the roless and responssibilities of em
mployees exeecuting
ocesses. In faact this turnin
ng point (peop
ple managem
ment) is
pro
onne of the thing
gs that compaany must do, in
i order to reaach the
hig
ghest level of BPO. U
Usually when
n adopting process
p
priinciples, com
mpanies expannd the respo
onsibilities off their
em
mployees theereby enabliing them to
t
perform more
mu
ultidimensionaal tasks and take more decisions
d
whicch can
ressult in fewerr handoffs annd shorter prrocess cycle. Clear
definition of roles
r
is key in this proccess and successful
completion of this task is one (not thee only one) of the
conditions for reeaching higheer level of matturity.
Another turniing point actinng as a prereq
quisite for adv
vancing
om defined lev
vel to linked level
l
lies in process measurrement
fro
an
nd managemen
nt dimension. After comp
pany has defin
ned its
performance measures,
m
deffined target values and started
m it is very im
mportant to give
g
feedback
k to its
meeasuring them
em
mployees and keep them innformed on th
he process effiiciency
an
nd effectiveness. Only by hhaving this in
nformation loo
op can
em
mployees read
djust their w
work in acco
ordance with target
performance.
hnology. Com
mpanies
Next turning point is infoormation tech
usiness proceess modeling
g tools in orrder to
haave to use bu
dvance to the Linked
L
stage of
o BPO maturiity.
ad
Final turning
g point that will be pointed out hass been
som
mewhat negleected in literaature. Approp
priate organizzational
cu
ulture is also
o important in adopting process parradigm.
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Employees must understand and see the functioning of a
company as a set of processes. Traditional functional mindset,
where people see functional departments, organizational units
and strong hierarchy and where turf wars are frequent and
ubiquitous will hinder the development of process orientation
and trap company at Defined level at best. Companies must
therefore educate employees on benefits of BPO and get them
to understand how new way of working will also be beneficial
to them.

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
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VI. CONCLUSION
The main goal of this study was to determine the state of
BPO adoption in Croatian companies. The data from the
empirical study that has been subjected to relevant statistical
techniques has shown that the Croatian companies are
between the level 2 and level 3 of BPO maturity.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold:
First BPO elements were systemized and analyzed in order
to propose BPO construct and its constituting elements. This
BPO construct can serve managers as a road map of specific
steps that will lead to the BPM maturation of that specific
enterprise. Companies will continue looking for new strategies
for survival in tough times. Therefore, BPM must evolve from
a mere methodology into a holistic management discipline that
takes an integrated approach to the organization and its
business as a whole.
Second, the empirical results of this research outline the
most prominent issues and challenges faced by companies that
have made the choice to implement BPM. Hence, these results
have many practical implications for managers of the Croatian
companies. They need to examine their current managerial
practices, use of information technology, organizational
culture and communication, and measurement practice.
According to the results of the survey, it is of a great
importance for the Croatian companies to increase the efforts
in stimulating these four turning points in order to advance to
the higher level of BPO maturity.

[14]
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